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Since I have a poker site, I have been constantly struggling against everyone.

As a small unknown site, it is very hard to get advertized by bigger site. And there is several
simple reasons for that:

Look at the following: you go to a forum and post a link to pokertube, no one will say shit about
that. If you post about this site, then they ll call it spam. How funny is that, since from my point
of views, videos available on here are way better than the one of the concurrence. In fact you
get here the best quality poker streaming around.

Because all this internet segment is a big mafia. And the biggest sites just want to get bigger
and send only traffic to their friends! The content is not really important. Important is the
collective image that people have about a website. Posting a link from youtube is not the same
as posting a link from pokercast.tv. The video could be the same of course. This isn't the
question.

People have their routine and hardly walk away from that. That's why I d ask to the few of you
that will read this post to help me getting a little more traffic, if you like the content the site
provide, of course. If you think this is crap, then follow your way, no hard feeling.

There is a very easy way to tell your friend about this place , a one click contact importer so
you can retrieve all mailing contact simply and quickly. You can also use the social bookmark
facilities so your friends know the videos you are watching at

I want to keep things going on and improve everything that can be, so this little thing could help
me drastically, as it is really hard to be known in the poker world.

Thanks everyone
telefon dinleme
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